
How Much How Many

Name: Date: __/__/20__

For how _______ days and months had I been working on this subtle
invention-working, and thinking, and dreaming!
1. many

What kinds of poisons, how much and how often to use them, and guess
how much good or how _______ harm is being done to the sick person.
2.

much

How _______ years of life are left to me and what events are in store for
me?
3. many

How _______ patience, upon the hearer's part, it must have required to
corroborate these traditions by comparing one account with another and
noting their remarkable similarity!

4. much

Four families live on these floors, with heaven knows how _______
children.
5. many

But apart from these little pleasantries, one has only to remember how the
earlier writers on painting have expressed themselves to see how _______
importance, consciously or unconsciously, was attached to life-like
resemblance to the object painted.

6.
much

Latimer laughs as he asks how _______ money is in the safe.7. much

There is no one who does not know the book by name and by reputation;
but how _______ parents, and even teachers, have never read it!
8.

many

How _______ men have you got in love with you already?9. many

Eddie knew just how _______ money was coming in and there was no
temptation to hope for an increase.
10. much

She saw exactly how _______ ice a skipper's wife cut in a community of
skippers' wives.
11. much

And then she told him how _______ inhabitants the little town contained,
and about the battle that had once been fought there, and how it was now
hardly worth mentioning, there were so many greater things.

12. many
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But how _______ obscure women have done the same thing, as they sat
by the side of their dying husbands, and made the patient believe that he was
getting better, and smiled while their hearts were breaking?

13. many

It was impossible for me to ascertain how _______ streets run through the
city, but there are many.
14. many

If we had wind we might run her on the coast; but at present it is only a
question of how _______ hours we can float.
15.

many

So they should; but how _______ of them would behave in the same
manner if such a letter from a woman came to their husband?
16. many

How _______ birds appear to have taken advantage of the protection
afforded by man in building their nests!
17. many

How _______ time had passed since his captors had pounced upon him
on the hill road to Hamilton he had no means of knowing, but it seemed likely
that more than half the night had gone.

18. much

How _______ disagreeable affairs it has caused me to pass over without
another thought, how many times it has proved a relief to me where my
tongue was forced to remain quiet!

19. many

It'll take me every bit of time I can get between now and Sunday to finish
putting the braid on that frock; you have no idea how _______ time it takes.
20.

much
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